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HYBRID UNDULATOR TERMINATIONS 

F.Ciocci 

ENEA, Dip. Sviluppo Tecnologie di Punta, CHE Frascati, P.O.Aox 65, OUO14 Frascati (Rome) Italy 

Und-llator Magnets (UM) have wide applications 
ranging from Free Electron Laser to synchrotron 
radiation sources, 

UMs can be realized using Permanent Magnet 
materials (PM) instead of coils to generate a sinusoidal 
on ax;s magnetic field. 

Two main different configurations are usualiy 
considered namely pure and hybrid configurations. Pure 
UM uses PM blocks only, arranged in the so called 
Halbach configuration as it is showrl in Fig. 1, where 
it is also indjcated the behaviour of the magnet!c 

field at the last UM periods. In hybrid UM, PM blocks 
as well as coils induce magnetic f!ux in iron polcs.Ir. 
this secor:d case it is necessary to shunt the magnetic 
flux induced by the iron at the ends of tne UM. 
Therefore the first and the last half periods are 
anomalous with respect the others. Fig ?a shows one of 
the possible schemes for the terminations of a hybr:d 
UM. Pig. 2b refers to an unconventionai scheme, 
suggested by ti. Halbach, in which rotating cylindrical 
blocks instead of coils are used in the last half 
period In order to correct the magnetic field 
t>eh,~vioi~r at itic IUM crld. 

A furtheb~ probi cm related to 30th pure and 
hybrid UM is that of mirlimizirlg the first and second 
longitudinal integrals of the magnetic field, given by 
the following expressions 
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l‘hc minimization of sextupolar and in general of 
multipolar integrated contributions! should be con- 
sidered 3ut the solution to this problems is out of 
the scope of this communication, in which infinite 
po 1 a j’ expansions in the transverse dlrectlon are 
‘assumed 

In an idoal p!‘rt: corji‘Ig14rstion the integl,als I, 
arld I;, are automatically zero while in actual cases 
the remanent field differences among the PM blocks can 
vroduce ncn zero contributions. 

Fig.1 -Hehaviour of the vertical magnetic field com- 
ponrntat the end of a pure PM undulator. 'The arrow:; 
showthedirection of polarization of the PM blocks. 

The convenience of pure or hybrid choice must 
b" :ina I y7cd for any specific applications bJt in 
any cases it is strictly related to the range of 
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Fig.2 -a) End periodsofa Hybrid F'M undulator;b)Terminntion ofatlybrid PM undulator using rotating blocks as 
suggestedby Haibach. 
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variations 'of the ratio between theUM periodand the 
working gaps. 

The advantages of using a hybrid configuration 
is that it needs less magnetic material with respect 
to the pure to reach the same peak on axls magnetic 
field. Problems due to the differences among PM blocks 
are less critical because of the presence of iron. 
Finally the hybrid configuration allows a local tuning 
of the field by means of iron studs [l]. At the ends 
of the UM tuning studs alone or in combination rllth 
coils can b- utilize@ to corr'ec~ the &ield behaviour 
and minimize the integrals I1 i , [21. 

A further problem consideredintbis communica- 
tion arises when two hybrid undulator sections are 
connected to operate together without changing the 
last half poles. The field pertubation induced by the 
connection is negligible in pure PM unddlators (see 
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Fig.3 - Magnetic field behaviour for two connected 
pure PM sections. 
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Fig.4 - Magnetic fieldperturbatiorlduetcthe conncc- 
tionoftwo PM hybridundulatorsections. 

Fig. 3). while is large -n the hybrid case as shown III 
Fig. 4. The problem of compensating this perturbation 
is easily soived using the scheme suggested by Haibach 
i.e. flipping the last rotating block as shown in 
Fig. 5. Further corrections are possible using the 
other rotating blocks. 

! II more conventional schemes, his in Fig 2a, it 
IS possible to reduce the field pert~urbations acting 
on the current i II the ~011s and using a hybrid 
nrrnrigemct. Of FM t- ! rocks that p I ve:: arl a.cd~tion;il 
magnetic field in order to achieve the continuity 
condltior. (see Fig. 6). Tuning studs can also be used 
togheter with the current in the coils to give 
further ccrrections. During single section operations 
the hybrid :irrarigcmcllt of PM blnchs car. be mov& 
vertically, lj~e tutlillg stucs) in order, to get 
zero field contributions on the UM axis isee Fig. 7). 

Fig.5 - Magnetic field behaviour for two ?M hybrid 
section with rotating blocxs. 
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Fig. 6 - RedJict.on Of the m+tletic field pertdrba- 
ticn for two hybrid sections in one of the possible 

scheme analized 
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Fig.7 - Mlgr:etic field behnviour for a s:rlglc SCC- 
t ion end (s,me schen~c of Fig. 6). 


